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CCTV control room furniture for Bluegrain
The use of a feature wall, console end panel and printed panel solution was the 
key to a corporate looking control room, when security consultants Bluegrain 
approached Thinking Space for control room furniture.
 Initially requiring an Evolution media wall for their new control room, Bluegrain 
saw the possibilities for creating a corporate look and tasked Thinking Space will 
creating a security services management console for the room. Accommodating 
two operators in a curved console configuration fitting neatly in front of the media 

wall, operators are able to 
view and monitor CCTV 
footage for their clients in an 
ergonomically-friendly way.
 Using the new product 
configurator offered by 
Thinking Space, Bluegrain were able to choose colours for the worktop and panels 
to complement the colour scheme of the room, and their blue and pink logo.The 
resulting control room looks clean and efficient, with a definite “wow” factor.

Thinking Space Systems Ltd
Unit 10b The Quadrangle | Abbey Park Industrial Estate | Romsey | Hampshire SO51 9DL
t: +44(01794)516633 | f:+44(01794)516632 | e: info@thinking-space.com

“We really are pleased with the 
quality of service you have provided 
us from end to end...From sales to 
design, project management and 
installation everything has been 
delivered to quality standard and 
one your company should be proud 
of...I would have no hesitation to 
recommend you to anyone”. 

Mark Daly, Bluegrain Security

Military Training Suite 
furniture for NATS
Thinking Space have recently provided Air Traffic Training 
furniture for NATS at their Swanwick Control Centre. 
Required for the new Military Training Suite (MTS), Thinking 
Space designed and installed custom designed consoles 
for 8 operators and a supervisor position, set in a horseshoe 
shape around the room.  
 Between each operator, acoustic panels provide privacy 
during examinations, which can be removed when more 
informal training is being undertaken and stored in a 
purpose-designed rack when not required. In keeping with 
the calming green colour scheme within the room, Thinking 
Space provided green under script LED lighting for a  
feel-good glow.  
 The completed facility allows for informal and formal 
learning to allow the Military Customer at NATS Swanwick 
to initially develop Methods of Operation and Training 
objectives for the new ATC platform that NATS are 
delivering as part of SESAR. 
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Read our case study 
www.thinking-space.com/case-studies

‘Thinking Space Systems really listened to 
what it was we wanted to create in both look 
and feel. The design work was essential – we 
worked collaboratively to achieve the best room 
layout and design for the new training suite....’ 

Dina De Souza, NATS
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Read our case study 
www.thinking-space.com/case-studies



NEW CLU monitor arm
Novus have recently launched a brand new monitor 
arm to add to the MoreSpace range. The Novus 
CLU is a lightweight monitor arm with gas-assisted 
spring technology. Three models for desktop are 
provided with a 3-in-1 table mounting solution. 
Screens can be mounted and tilted horizontally and 
vertically. The CLU monitor arm comes in a choice of 
three colours:  black (above), white or silver.

Find out more at www.novus-uk.co.uk

If you have an upcoming project, please get in touch with us at info@thinking-space.com  
or visit our website www.thinking-space.com

Mobile assembly workbenches
Kanya UK have provided a mobile workbench solution using Kanya extrusions, Core Assembly 
System profiles and Evolution Media Wall components. The workbenches are ideal for assembly 
work as they are height adjustable, with pre-set positions for sit-stand working. This makes 
them ideal for construction work, packing and lifting tasks. Battery packs are used to powe 
the height actuation, meaning that the workbenches can be located anywhere in the factory.  

Find out more at www.kanya-uk.co.uk/news

Just some of our upcoming projects: 

• Tentec Security Solutions
• University of Notre Dame
• Abu Dhabi Ports
• St Stephens Shopping Centre
• Warrington Borough Council
• Cobham Mission Systems

Our exhibition calendar for the remainder of 2019 and 2020 
is now available to view on our Upcoming Events page, with 
some regulars as well as new exhibitions to look forward 
to Our next event is Global MSC from the 11th - 12th 
November 2019, at The Bristol Hotel, Bristol.

Tamar Crossing control 
room upgrade
After meeting Thinking Space at a networking event 
in 2012, we provided control room furniture for Tamar 
Crossings’ brand new control room which monitors 
traffic and toll plaza activities over the River Tamar.  A 
three-position console shaped in an L-shape around 
the perimeter of the room was designed, with each 
operator position having individual height adjustment 
for sit/stand working. At one end of the console, 
a raised circular worksurface provides a handy 
meeting space. In addition, a single operator console 
for training purposes was also provided. To ensure 
operators could view the bridge below, Evolution 
media wall mounts were fitted to the ceiling of the 
control room, where the seven screens showing 
CCTV footage can be monitored.

Follow us:

Read our case study 
www.thinking-space.com/case-studies
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News...

Thinking Space have recruited five new members to the team since the 
beginning of the year. The first to join Thinking Space was Josh Glynn 
(above left), joining us at the start of the year as Trainee Project Manager. 
Vim Prajapati (above right) joined us in March as a new Designer, who 
is currently working in the design proposal office. Hot on his heels was 
Darren Allen (left) joining us in April. No stranger to the console market, 
Darren is our new International Sales Manager. Piotr Namiel (centre 
right) joined the assembly team as Workshop Operative, and finally 
George Atkins (centre left) joined us at the start of the summer as a new 
Designer, who is now working in the design proposal office with Vim. 


